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The unified reaction valley approach (URVA) was used to investigate the mechanism of the reaction between
ethene and 1,3-butadiene. The reaction valley was explored using different methods (Hartree-Fock, secondorder Møller-Plesset perturbation theory, density functional theory (B3LYP), coupled cluster theory (CCSD(T)), and the basis sets 3-21G, 6-31G(d), and 6-311G(d,p). Results were analyzed by characterizing normal
modes, the reaction path vector, and the curvature vector in terms of generalized adiabatic modes associated
with internal parameters that are used to describe the reaction complex. The Diels-Alder reaction possesses
three transition states (TS), where TS1 and TS3 correspond to bifurcation points of the reaction path, at
which a Cs-symmetrical reaction complex converts into two C2-symmetrical reaction complexes. The activation
enthalpy at 298 K is 23.5 kcal/mol according to calculations and corrected experimental data. It is determined
by a symmetry-supported charge-transfer step, which is followed by a spin-recoupling and a bond formation
step. Energy dissipation is strong in the exit channel. Mode selective rate enhancement seems to be not
possible for symmetry-allowed reactions, which are characterized by a collective change of many internal
coordinates of the reaction complex. Manipulation of the reaction barrier or the reaction mechanism (from
concerted to nonconcerted) is only possible in the charge-transfer step. Contrary to opposite claims, aromaticity
plays only a minor role for the TS energy.

1. Introduction
In their seminal work, Woodward and Hoffmann demonstrated that concerted pericyclic noncatalyzed reactions can be
classified into symmetry-allowed and symmetry-forbidden
reactions.1-3 The latter have a higher reaction barrier than the
former because of a symmetry-induced barrier part adding to
the electronic reaction barrier. The success of the WoodwardHoffmann rules in chemistry is well-known and has led to an
enormous increase in theoretically based investigations into
reaction mechanism. The Woodward-Hoffmann rules are based
on state symmetries of reactants and products (state correlation
diagram),1,2 which can be simplified by considering just orbital
symmetries (orbital correlation diagram)1,2 or frontier orbital
interactions (PMO diagram).4 They represent one part of the
electronic reality of the reaction mechanism. The question is
whether one can develop a theory of the mechanism and the
dynamics of concerted pericyclic reactions that is similarly
useful as orbital symmetry is but that, as a dynamic analogue
of the Woodward-Hoffmann rules, provides a deeper insight
into the actual movements and changes in the reaction complex
during a symmetry-allowed as opposed to a symmetry-forbidden
reaction.
Recently, we investigated the mechanism and the dynamics
of substitution, rearrangement, and cycloaddition reactions using
the unified reaction valley approach (URVA).5-9 URVA is based
on the reaction path Hamiltonian (RPH) of Miller, Handy, and
Adams,10 the intrinsic reaction coordinate (IRC) of Fukui,11 and
the generalized adiabatic mode concept of Konkoli and Cremer.12,13 URVA was developed to study the mechanism of a

chemical reaction in detail. For this purpose, the reaction path
embedded in the reaction valley is explored from the location
of the minimum associated with the reactants (in the entrance
channel) to the first-order saddle point being the position of
the transition state (TS) and, finally, down to the minimum
associated with the products (in the exit channel). During this
journey all changes in the physical and chemical properties of
the reaction complex (RC, the supermolecule made up from
the reacting molecules) are monitored so that a detailed account
of the reaction mechanism can be given.5-9
As far as concerted reactions are concerned, we investigated
the symmetry-forbidden [σ2s + π2s] cycloaddition reaction of
FH to ethene,7 the [σ2s + σ2s] reactions of H2 + H2 and FH +
FH as well as the [π2s + π2s] reaction between two ethene
molecules.9 In this work, we will extend these investigations to
a symmetry-allowed reaction, namely, the symmetry-allowed
[π4s + π2s] reaction between 1,3-butadiene and ethene (DielsAlder reaction; reaction 1).14 The mechanism of the DielsAlder reaction has been investigated from many viewpoints,1-4
whether it is synchronous or asynchronous, concerted or
nonconcerted,15-17 whether its TS is stabilized by aromaticity
in line with the Evans-Dewar-Zimmerman rules18 and whether
this can be confirmed using either susceptibility exaltations19
or nuclear independent chemical shifts (NICS),20,21 how its
reaction barrier can be lowered or raised,22 whether it can lead
to trans-cyclohexene,23 etc. Furthermore, the retro-Diels-Alder
reaction,24 the hetero-Diels-Alder reaction,25 or the catalyzed
Diels-Alder reaction were investigated.26 Theory has used the
Diels-Alder reaction as a test target for density functional
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theory (DFT), CASSCF, CCSD(T), and other methods,15 the
use of magnetic properties for the description of TSs,19-22 the
importance of the basis set superposition error,27 dual level
methods in reaction dynamics,28 etc.
We do not want to add just another quantum chemical study
of reaction 1. Instead, we want to answer the fundamental
question whether symmetry-allowed and symmetry-forbidden
concerted pericyclic reactions differ with regard to their
mechanistic and dynamic features in a principal way where
reaction 1 is just a suitable example for a symmetry-allowed
reaction.
For the purpose of characterizing the mechanism and the
dynamics of the Diels-Alder reaction, we will investigate the
direction and the curvature of its reaction path because they
provide important information on reaction mechanism and
reaction dynamics. In the case of a symmetry-forbidden reaction,
all chemical processes such as bond breaking and bond forming
are indicated by a strong curvature of the reaction path.7 On
the basis of the sequence and the position of the curvature peaks,
a transition state region, in which the chemical processes occur,
can be distinguished from van der Waals and preparation
regions, in which the first interactions of the reaction partners
develop and in which the reactants prepare for the actual
chemical processes.5-9 The van der Waals region can be located
even if a van der Waals complex does not exist on the potential
energy surface (PES).5,6 The position of the energy TS in the
transition state region (early or late) is in line with the Hammond
postulate for exothermic or endothermic reactions. The height
of the curvature peaks can be related to the strength of the bonds
being broken/formed, which has an influence on the reaction
barrier and the reaction energy.5,6 Finally, it is possible to detect
hidden intermediates along the reaction path by relating the
curvature and other features of the path to structural changes
of the reaction complex.7 Hidden intermediates are transient
structures with unique electronic and structural features but
which do not occupy a distinct stationary point on the PES.
However, they possess electronic features that by variation of
the conditions of the reaction (solvent, temperature, substituent
influence, etc., which imply a change in the reaction path) lead
to a true intermediate occupying a local minimum.7 In this way,
hidden intermediates present an important mechanistic link
between different reaction mechanisms observed for different
environmental conditions or substitution patterns.
The curvature of the reaction path is related to the curvature
couplings,10 which result from a coupling between the vibrational modes orthogonal to the reaction path and the translational
movement of the RC along the reaction path. They provide
information on how energy can be transferred from vibrational
modes into the reaction path mode and vice versa.29,30 Knowledge of the curvature couplings can be used for mode selectiVe
rate enhancement. Similarly, a coupling between vibrational
modes along the reaction path leads to energy dissipation during
the reaction.29,30
The present work will focus on the following questions: (1)
Is it possible to identify specific steps along the reaction path
of a symmetry-allowed reactions as found for symmetryforbidden reactions? (2) Does bond breaking and forming take
place in the transition state region? (3) Do van der Waals
complex, hidden intermediate, or other characteristic structures
encountered along the reaction path play an important role for
the reaction mechanism. (4) Can the reaction barrier be related
to the curvature peaks as found for the symmetry-forbidden
reactions? (5) Can one enhance the reaction rate by mode
selective energy pumping? (6) Is it possible to predict the
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influence of environmental changes on the reaction mechanism?
(7) Is there a chance to predict the stereochemistry of the DielsAlder reaction of substituted systems from analysis of the
mechanism for the parent reaction complex.? (8) Is there a clear
difference in the mechanisms of symmetry-forbidden and
symmetry-allowed concerted pericyclic reactions? (9) Can one
predict under which circumstances the concerted reaction is
replaced by a two-step mechanism? (10) Does the classification
of pericyclic reactions used in chemistry make sense from a
mechanistic and dynamic point of view?
To answer these questions, the results of this work will be
presented in the following way. In chapter 2, the basic features
of the URVA method will be shortly summarized and the
computational methods used in this work will be described. In
chapter 3 features of the reaction path and the reaction valley
of the Diels-Alder reaction are analyzed, and in chapter 4 the
chemical relevance of this investigation and answers to the 10
questions posed above will be presented.
2. Theory and Computational Methods
URVA can be applied to monitor the mechanistic changes
of the RC taking place during the course of the reaction in
(3K-L)-dimensional configuration space (L, number of overall
rotations and translations; K, number of atoms in the RC). This
space can be decomposed into the one-dimensional reaction path
space and the (3K-L)-1-dimensional orthogonal space spanned
by the harmonic vibrational modes of the RC thus defining a
harmonic (3K-L)-1-dimensional reaction valley with the reaction path being located on the valley floor.5,6,10 On the basis of
this concept, the Diels Alder reaction was characterized by
analyzing properties being associated with the reaction path x̃(s)
(energy E(s), geometrical parameters qn(s), reaction path direction t(s), forces exerted on the atoms of the RC along the
reaction path) and properties being associated with the reaction
valley (vibrational frequencies ωmu(s), adiabatic force constants
kan(s), reaction path curvature k(s) and scalar curvature κ(s),
mode-mode coupling constants Bµ,ν(s), curvature coupling
coefficients Bµ,s(s)). In the following, reaction path, reaction
valley, and the properties to be discussed in connection with
the URVA study will be defined.
(1) Definition of the Reaction Path. The reaction path
x̃(s) at a point x̃(s0) can be expressed as a Taylor series
in s31,32

x̃(s) ) x̃(s0) + t(s)(s - s0) +

1
k(s)(s - s0)2 + ...
2!

(1)

with the arc length s of the path (reaction path length) being
defined by the differential

ds2 ) dx†M dx ) dx̃† dx̃

(2)

where M is the diagonal matrix of nuclear masses. The reaction
path x̃(s) is a function of the 3K mass-weighted Cartesian
coordinates xi of the RC. Starting at s ) 0 (position of the TS),
the steepest descent path is followed down into the entrance
channel s < 0 and down into the exit channel s > 0. The first
derivative of x̃(s) with regard to s is the reaction path vector
t(s), which defines the direction of the path, whereas the second
derivative of x̃(s) with regard to s is the reaction path curvature
k(s). The reaction path is calculated by increasing (or decreasing)
the path length from s ) 0 by suitable step sizes ∆s (between
0.01 and 0.02 amu1/2 bohr) until reactants or products are
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Figure 1. B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) geometries of reactants, TS, and product of reaction 1. Definition of the internal coordinates of the RC. Distances
in Å, angles in deg.

reached by exploring the path by suitable path-following
algorithms.6,29-32
(2) Geometrical Changes along the Reaction Path. The
internal coordinates qn of the RC (for a definition see Figure 1)
were calculated as functions of the path length s. Actually, the
path following was carried out using Cartesian coordinates. We
note in this connection that URVA depends neither on the type
of coordinates used to describe the RC nor on whether the
reaction path is followed in Cartesian or internal coordinates.
The analysis of both path direction and reaction valley is carried
out with adiabatic internal modes (AIMs), which are independent
of the coordinates used.12,13
(3) Analysis of the Reaction Path Direction. For the purpose
of determining which internal coordinates dominate the direction
of the reaction path, the reaction path vector t(s)
3K-L

t(s) )

∑ tn(s) un(s)

(3)

n)1

was decomposed into basis vectors un(s)

un(s) ) M-1bn(s)

(4)

where an element i of bn(s) is given by ∂qn(x)/∂xi. The
calculation of the coefficients tn(s) is described elsewhere.5,6
Vectors un in eqs 3 and 4 are internal coordinate modes defined
in the one-dimensional space12 that describes the movement of
the RC along the reaction path. For the analysis of t(s), the

amplitude An,s(t,s) of the internal coordinate mode un(s)12 was
used:

An,s(t,s) )

[g(s)† M(s)-1 bn(s)]2
[g(s)† M(s)-1 g(s)][bn(s)† M(s)-1 bn(s)]

(5)

(g(s): energy gradient at point s), which includes beside
electronic effects the kinetic aspect of the translational motion
along the reaction path.
(4) Forces Exerted on the Atoms of the RC along the
Reaction Path. The movement of the RC along the path is a
direct consequence of the forces exerted on its atoms. By
associating these forces with internal coordinates, a direct insight
into the changes of the RC as a function of electronic structure
changes is provided. For this purpose, the energy gradient given
as a function of s is decomposed in terms of internal coordinate
forces. Because the internal coordinate, which dominates at a
given point s0, the direction of the reaction path, is known from
step 3, the force having the strongest impact on the RC can be
identified. Regions of repulsive (force > 0) and attractive
interatomic forces (<0) can be distinguished.
Although points 1-4 concentrate on a description of
the reaction path, the following quantities are used to
describe the reaction valley and the coupling between path and
valley.
(5) Normal-Mode Frequencies of the RC. The harmonic
reaction valley is based on the Nvib ) 3K-L-1 generalized
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normal modes l̃gµ(s) and their associated frequencies ωgµ(s)
according to5,6,10,31,32
Nvib

kgµ(s)·[Qgµ(s)]2
∑
µ)1

V(s,Q) ) V(s) + /2
1

(6)

where kgµ(s) is the generalized normal mode force constant,
Qgµ(s) is the generalized normal mode coordinate, and V(s) is
the energy profile along the reaction path. Changes of the
normal-mode frequencies ωgµ(s) along s provide a qualitative
impression of the changes in the form of the reaction valley
and, by this, of the reaction mechanism. The RPH of Miller,
Handy, and Adams10 implies that all avoided crossings between
vibrational eigenstates of the same symmetry along the reaction
path are properly resolved for the purpose of correctly describing
mode-mode couplings and curvature couplings, which are
responsible for energy dissipation and energy transfer along the
reactions path. A resolution of the (non)crossing points is
achieved by the use of the DMO procedure of Konkoli, Cremer,
and Kraka,33 by which a reliable analysis of curvature coupling
and mode-mode coupling coefficients (see steps 8 and 10)
becomes possible.
(6) Analysis of All Normal Modes in Terms of Adiabatic
Internal Modes. Normal modes are by nature delocalized
modes, which makes the description of the reaction complex
and the reaction mechanism in the language of the chemist
difficult. Therefore, all normal modes are decomposed in terms
of adiabatic internal modes (AIMs).12,13 The AIMS are the
localized vibrational modes of the internal coordinates of the
RC and, by expressing normal modes in terms of AIMs changes
of the former can be directly related to structural changes of
the RC. For example, decomposition of normal modes into
AIMs provides exact information where and how the bond
breaking/forming processes take place.5-9
The definition and the advantages of AIMS are described in
refs 12 and 13 and will not further be discussed here. For
URVA, generalized adiabatic internal modes agn(s) are determined in the (3K-L)-1-dimensional space. For each internal
mode agn(s) a force constant kan(s), a mode mass man(s), and a
mode frequency ωan(s)5,6,12,13 are defined

(agn(s))µ

Dnµ(s) Nvib Dnν(s)2
/
)
kgµ(s) ν)1 kgν(s)

kan(s)

∑

) 1/

Nvib

Dnν(s)2

ν)1

kgν(s)

∑

man(s) ) 1/Gnn(s)
ωan(s)

)

x

kan(s)

man(s)

(7)

(8)

An,µ(l,s) )

[a†n(s) F(s) an(s)][l†µ(s) F(s) lµ(s)]

Bµ,ν(s) ) l̃ gµ(s)†[dl̃ gν(s)/ds] ) -Bν,µ(s)

(12)

In regions of strongly localized avoided crossings between two
vibrational eigenstates, one finds sharp and localized coupling
peaks allowing only little energy exchange. However, if the two
vibrational eigenstates slowly approach each other and also
slowly depart, thus staying together for a relatively large part
∆s of the path, energy exchange and an exchange of the
character of the vibrational modes can take place. The corresponding mode-mode coupling peak is relatively broad and
more delocalized.
(9) Adiabatic Force Constants of the RC along the
Reaction Path. The AIM force constants given in eq 8 can be
directly used to analyze changes in the electronic structure of
the RC, especially changes in bonding. In regions where the
internal coordinate in question dominates the reaction path
direction, the adiabatic force constant becomes unusually large
(often increasing to a maximum value) and reflects the coupling
of the corresponding AIM and the motion along the reaction
path.
(10) Reaction Path Curvature and the Curvature Coupling Coefficients. The curvature of the reaction path is given
by the vector k(s). However, it is more convenient to investigate
the scalar curvature κ(s) given as the Euclidian norm of the
curvature vector:
Nvib

Bµ,s2(s)]1/2
∑
µ)1

κ(s) ) [k(s)† k(s)]1/2 ) [

(9)

(13)

where

(10)

where Dnµ(s) is an element of the D-matrix that connects normal
coordinates with internal coordinates and Gnn(s) is an element
of the Wilson G-matrix.
For the decomposition of normal modes into AIMs, the
amplitudes An,µ(s) are used:5,6,12,13

[l†µ(s) F(s) an(s)]2

where the force constant matrix F(s) is calculated as a function
of s.
(7) Identification of Vibrational Modes That Are Converted into (or Generated from) Translational or Rotational
Modes. In most chemical reactions (with the exception of
rearrangement reactions) the number of vibrational modes of
reactants, products, and RC will be different. Vibrational
frequencies that vanish during the reaction indicate modes that
are converted into either rotations or translations of the RC. By
decomposing these modes into AIMs it can be clarified which
translation or rotation is generated. In the case of the DielsAlder reaction the number of reactant vibrations is 36 whereas
that of RC is 41 and that of the product is 42. There are 2
additional CC stretching, 2 additional CCC bending, and 2
additional ring torsional vibrations for the latter due to the fact
that translational and rotational modes of one of the reaction
partners are converted into internal modes.
(8) Analysis of the Mode-Mode Coupling Pattern. Energy
dissipation during the course of the reaction is characterized
by energy transfer from one mode to the other. The magnitude
of this transfer is reflected by the mode-mode coupling
elements Bµ,ν(s)5,6,10,32

(11)

k(s) ) d2x̃(s)/ds2

(14)

Bµ,s(s) ) k(s)† l̃ gµ(s)

(15)

and

Equation 15 defines the curVature coupling coefficients. The
latter describe the dynamic coupling between the translational
motion along the reaction path and the 3K-7 normal modes
orthogonal to the reaction path. These couplings are important
for mode selectiVe rate enhancement experiments.29,30 However,
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TABLE 1: Energetics of the Diels Alder Reactiona
type

molecule

reactant 1
reactant 2
reactants
bifurcation 1
barrier
retro-barrier
bifurcation 2
product

ethene
trans-butadiene
TS1
TS2
TS2
TS3
cyclohexene

energy E,
∆E

ZPE

enthalpy H,
∆∆Hf 0(298)

-78.593808
-156.001661
-234.59474
3.87
22.43
64.61
-36.47 (5.71)
-42.18

32.08
53.53
85.61
87.39
87.99
87.99
72.06
91.93

-78.538692
-155.910750
-234.44944
3.27
23.41
61.29
-32.72 (5.11)
-37.83

µ

S

free energy G,
∆G(298)

0
0.39
0.39
0.26
0.24

52.32
66.07
118.39
116.31
77.74
87.99
72.06
73.86

-78.563553
-155.942140
-234.50569
3.89
35.53
60.08
-18.91 (5.64)
-24.55

exp
0
0
3.0b
23.5
63.1
-39.6

lowest freq
832
176
130ib
528i
528i
28i
166

a

Absolute energies E (G) and enthalpies H in hartrees, relative energies ∆E, zero point energies (ZPE), relative enthalpies ∆∆Hf 0(298), and
relative free energies ∆G(298) in kcal/mol, dipole moments µ in Debye, entropies S in entropy units, and lowest frequency in cm-1. B3LYP/
6-31G(d,p) calculations. For experimental values, see text. The retro-barrier is given relative to the product, as are the values in parentheses concerning
bifurcation point 2. b Value for cis-butadiene is given.44c

what is more important, they reflect those regions along the
reaction path in which important chemical processes such as
bond cleavage, bond formation take place.5-9 Those regions are
characterized by large curvature peaks.
(11) Decomposition of the Reaction Path Curvature in
Terms of Adiabatic Mode-Curvature Coupling Coefficients.
For the purpose of getting a better understanding of the
mechanistical processes, the curvature vector can be analyzed
in terms of AIMs utilizing amplitudes An,s(k,s), which correspond to adiabatic curVature coupling coefficients.

An,s(k,s) )

k(s)† M(s) agn(s)

x(agn)†(s) M(s) agn(s)

(16)

Equation 16 indicates that the coefficients An,s possess the same
dimension as coefficients Bµ,s and become identical to the latter
for lgµ ) agn.5,6
Due to the fact that six C atoms participate in reaction 1 and
that mass-weighted coordinates are used, calculations had to
cover a reaction region of 12 amu1/2 bohr corresponding to 600800 points along the reaction path. The reaction valley was
followed from the TS to s ) -5.8 amu1/2 bohr (entrance
channel) and from the TS to s ) 5.8 amu1/2 bohr (exit channel)
where the end points of the path correspond to bifurcation points
(see discussion in the next chapter).
URVA was carried out with the Hartree-Fock (HF), secondorder Møller-Plesset perturbation theory (MP2),34 and density
functional theory (DFT)35 using the hybrid functional B3LYP.36
Various basis sets were employed ranging from minimal to
augmented DZ and TZ basis sets such as the 6-31G(d,p)37 and
the 6-311G(d,p) basis set.38 Reactants, transition state (TS), and
product were in addition calculated with higher level methods
such as CCSD(T).39
All calculations needed for URVA were carried out with the
program ADIA, which is a multipurpose package for the analysis
of vibrational spectra and carrying out URVA.5,12,13 ADIA is a
part of the ab initio package COLOGNE2003.40 For the HF,
MP2, DFT, and CCSD(T) calculations, the ab initio package
GAUSSIAN9841 was used.
3. Analysis of the Reaction Path and the Reaction Valley
of the Diels-Alder Reaction
Calculated energies and geometries of the stationary points
of reaction 1 are summarized in Table 1 and Figure 1. Details
of the reaction path and the reaction valley of reaction 1 are
shown in Figures 2 (energy profile V(s)), Figure 3 (changes in
the geometrical parameters qn(s) of the RC), Figure 4 (internal
coordinate contributions to reaction path vector t(s)), Figure 5

(internal forces of the RC), Figures 6 and 7 (vibrational
frequencies ωgµ(s) and mode-mode couplings Bµ,ν(s)), Figure
8 (adiabatic force constants kan(s)), Figures 9 and 10 (reaction
path curvature κ(s) and its decompositions into normal modes
or AIMs). The analysis along the reaction path is based in
Figures 2-5 and that of the (3K-7)-dimensional orthogonal
vibrational space in Figures 6-10. In those figures, in which a
given property of the RC is represented as a function of s, the
position of the TS is defined by a dashed vertical line at s ) 0.
The noninteracting reactants ethene and butadiene are located
at s ) -∞ and the product cyclohexene at a finite positive value
of s.
The kinetics of the Diels-Alder reaction was measured in
the gas phase over a temperature range of 160 K (between 760
and 920 K).42 The Arrhenius activation energy was determined
to be 27.5 kcal/mol corresponding to a value of 25.1 at 0 K, as
found by extrapolation.42 For 300 K, an Arrhenius activation
energy of 26.0 kcal/mol can be predicted, which corresponds
to the bimolecular reaction to an activation enthalpy of 24.8
kcal/mol. Considering, however, the high temperatures employed in the kinetic measurements and the fact that the
nonconcerted reaction, following a stepwise addition of ethene
to butadiene, is probably only 2.7-4 kcal/mol higher in energy,15
it is likely that a significant fraction of the reacting molecules
follows at 760-920 K the nonconcerted, rather than the
concerted path, causing in this way an increase in the activation
energy. The activation entropy of a stepwise process is much
less negative than that of the concerted reaction (Table 1),
thus leading to more favorable free energies for the nonconcerted reaction. One can expect that the activation enthalpy
∆∆H0f (298) of the concerted reaction 1 is 23-24 kcal/mol, in
line with the B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) results obtained in this work
(Table 1). Using the heats of formation ∆H0f (298) of ethene
(12.45 kcal/mol), trans-1,3-butadiene (26.11 kcal/mol), and
cyclohexene (-1.08 kcal/mol43), we obtain a reaction enthalpy
∆∆H0f (298) of 39.6 kcal/mol.
HF theory overestimates the activation enthalpy at 298 K by
10-20 kcal/mol (HF/3-21G: 36.6; HF/6-31G(d): 46.2 kcal/
mol) whereas reasonable reaction enthalpies are obtained (HF/
3-21G, -38.3; HF/6-31G(d), -38.1 kcal/mol). MP2/6-31G(d)
underestimates the activation enthalpy (20.3 kcal/mol) by 3-4
kcal/mol and exaggerates the exothermicity of the reaction
(-45.9 kcal/mol) by 7 kcal/mol. CCSD(T)/6-31G(d) results are
better giving an activation enthalpy of 27.5 kcal/mol and a
reaction enthalpy of -40.2 kcal/mol. However, the best
theoretical prediction for the activation enthalpy is obtained at
the B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) level of theory (see Table 1): the
activation enthalpy of 23.4 kcal/mol is close to the most likely
experimental value of 23.5 kcal/mol whereas the reaction
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Figure 2. B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) energies V ) ∆E (solid line) and V0 ) ∆E + ∆ZPE (dashed line) as a function of the reaction path coordinate s for
reaction 1. The position of the TS corresponds to s ) 0 amu1/2 bohr. The energy separation from the reactants and the product is given at the starting
and terminating point of the reaction path in kcal/mol.

Figure 3. B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) geometrical parameters qn of the reaction complex RC of (1) given as a function of the reaction coordinate s. For
the numbering of internal coordinates, compare with Figure 1. The position of the TS corresponds to s ) 0 amu1/2 bohr and is indicated by a dashed
vertical line.

enthalpy (-37.8 kcal/mol) is just 2 kcal/mol above the
experimental value of -39.6 kcal/mol. This agreement may,
however, be considered as fortuitous because of two reasons.
First B3LYP calculations with the larger 6-311G(d,p) basis lead
to a higher activation enthalpy of 25.6 kcal/mol whereas the
reaction enthalpy (-37.4 kcal/mol) is not improved. Second, it
has been shown that corrections for basis set superposition error
(BSSE) cannot be neglected and lead to a 0.6 kcal/mol increase

in the barrier and a substantial reduction of the exothermicity
of the reaction (because of a stabilization of the reactants).27
Although the agreement of the B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) data with
the available experimental data might be accidental, we present
here the B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) URVA analysis and just note that
HF and MP2 investigation lead to similar descriptions of
mechanism and dynamics of reaction 1. Also we emphasize that
geometry and energetics of (1) as obtained in this work have
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Figure 4. Characterization of the reaction path vector t(s) of reaction 1 in terms of internal coordinate modes using amplitudes An,s considering
electronic and mass effects according to eq 5. The position of the TS corresponds to s ) 0 amu1/2 bohr and is indicated by a dashed vertical line.
B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) calculations.

Figure 5. Decomposition of the gradient along the path of reaction 1 in terms of attractive or repulsive internal forces. The position of the TS
corresponds to s ) 0 amu1/2 bohr and is indicated by a dashed vertical line. Internal forces associated with the internal coordinates that dominate
the direction of the reaction path (compare with Figure 4) are given in bold print. B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) calculations.

also been found by other authors15,22,23,27 and therefore do not
require a detailed description.
In Figure 2, the energy profile V(s) of reaction 1 is described
in the range s ) -5.8 and s ) 5.8 amu1/2 bohr. At s ) -5.8
amu1/2 bohr the RC has approached the energy E of the reactants
by 3.9 kcal/mol (Table 1), whereas at s ) 5.8 amu1/2 bohr the
RC energy is still 5.7 kcal/mol above that of cyclohexene (Table
1). These differences, however, are misleading as the RC
possesses Cs symmetry and can therefore follow the reaction

path only as long as this does not get to a bifurcation point
from which point on the RC adopts a different symmetry. For
example, 1,3-butadiene does not react with its C2h-symmetrical
trans equilibrium conformation but only with its C2V-symmetrical
cis conformer, which complies with the Cs symmetry of the
RC and is 3.9 kcal/mol higher in energy at the B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) level of theory (experimental value: 3 kcal/mol44). Hence,
at s ) -5.8 amu1/2 bohr the RC is exactly at the starting point
of the Cs-symmetrical reaction path. Similarly, one has to
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Figure 6. Representation of normal-mode frequencies ωµ(s) of the RC of (1) as a function of the reaction path length s. The position of the TS
corresponds to s ) 0 amu1/2 bohr and is given by a dashed vertical line. B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) calculations.

Figure 7. Mode-mode coupling coefficients Bµ,ν given as a function of the path length s of reaction 1. All 820 mode combinations were considered;
however, only the coupling between a′-symmetrical modes is shown. The Bµ,ν(s) peaks are identified by appropriate normal mode labels (compare
with Figure 6). Sharp peaks of Bµ,ν(s) indicate diabatic energy exchange whereas broad peaks suggest energy dissipation between the corresponding
modes. The position of the TS corresponds to s ) 0 amu1/2 bohr and is given by a dashed vertical line. B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) calculations.

consider that cyclohexene prefers a C2-symmetrical twist
conformation, which is 5.7 kcal/mol below the Cs-symmetrical
boat conformation45 into which the RC of reaction 1 is
converted. Therefore, s ) 5.8 amu1/2 bohr denotes the bifurcation
point, at which cyclohexene converts into its twist form by
clockwise or counterclockwise pseudorotation in the equator
plane of the cyclohexene globe as was described by Cremer
and Szabo.45 Hence, energy diagram and reaction path of the

Diels-Alder reaction are fully described between the two
bifurcation points enclosing the important part of the reaction
with a Cs-symmetrical RC.
The changes in the geometry of the reaction complex (Figure
3) are dominated by the strong change in the approach parameter
R2 (see Figure 1). There are, however, also changes in the bond
lengths R1, R3, and R4 as well as the CCC and CCH angles,
which approach 109° either from above or below (Figure 3).
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Figure 8. Generalized adiabatic force constants kan(s) associated with the internal parameters qn given in Figure 1. The position of the TS
corresponds to s ) 0 amu1/2 bohr and is indicated by a dashed vertical line. B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) calculations.

Figure 9. Decomposition of the scalar reaction path curvature κ(s) (thick solid line) for reaction 1 in terms of normal mode-curvature coupling
coefficients Bµ,s(s) (thin or dashed lines) where the most important modes µ are indicated. Curvature enhancements and peaks are numbered K1,
K2, and K3. The position of the TS corresponds to s ) 0 amu1/2 bohr and is indicated by a dashed vertical line. B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) calculations.

The direction of the reaction path vector is clearly dominated
by R2 with just minor contributions from R1, R3, R4, and some
of the angles (Figure 4). At 5 amu1/2 bohr the puckering of the
cyclohexene ring starts and dihedral angles D2 and D3 define
the direction of the reaction path vector.
Because of the dominance of R2 in determining the direction
of the reaction path, the diagram of the internal forces (Figure
5) is easy to read: The approach of the two reactants (described
by R2; thick solid line in Figure 5) is slightly repulsive in the

entrance channel (because of exchange repulsion) and becomes
strongly attractive in the exit channel. Forces associated with
R1, R3, and R4 are rather small in the entrance channel and
suggest that the two molecules do not strongly resist changes
in their geometry. Investigation of the electron density distribution (not shown) reveals that there is a redistribution of negative
charge, which results from a mutual charge transfer from HOMO
(reactant 1) to LUMO (reactant 2). This charge transfer is
possible because of the appropriate symmetry of these orbitals
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Figure 10. (a) Decomposition of the scalar reaction path curvature κ(s) (thick solid line) of reaction 1 in terms of adiabatic mode-curvature
coupling amplitudes An,s(s) (thin solid and dashed lines). (b) The same as (a) but enlarged. Curvature peaks and reaction regions are indicated. The
position of the TS corresponds to s ) 0 amu1/2 bohr and is indicated by a dashed vertical line.

and the relatively small HOMO-LUMO gaps.1-3 The charge
transfer leads to a lowering of exchange repulsion (relatively
small repulsive R2 force in the entrance channel) and supports
the changes in the bond lengths needed to reach the TS geometry
(relatively small R1, R3, R4 forces in the entrance channel,
Figure 5). It is noteworthy that the R3 forces are first repulsive
in the exit channel, supporting lengthening, and then become
attractive (at s ) 3 amu1/2 bohr) to hinder further lengthening
(Figure 5).
Description of the Reaction Valley. The 3K-7 ) 41
vibrational frequencies of the reaction complex form two bands,
a narrow one at 3200 cm-1 made up by the CH stretching

frequencies and a broad one between 0 and 1700 cm-1 (Figure
6). Contrary to a symmetry-forbidden reaction, which is
characterized by a large change (1000 cm-1 or more) in at least
one of the frequencies,7 there is not a single vibrational
frequency that changes strongly. Closer inspection shows,
however, that within the two frequency bands there are several
frequencies that change by a couple of 100 cm-1 (see figures
in the Supporting Information). Applying the adiabatic analysis,
these changes can be related to changes in bond lengths and
bond angles. We refrain from presenting here an analysis of
the vibrational frequencies and instead present the mode-mode
coupling diagram (Figure 7).
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Because of the Cs symmetry of the RC in Figure 7 only
couplings Bµ,ν(s) between the a′-symmetrical vibrational eigenstates are shown because these can lead to a dissipation of the
translational energy of the RC into vibrational modes. The
coupling peaks indicate the positions of avoided crossings.
Narrow and high coupling peaks are characteristic for a short,
close contact of the vibrational eigenstates ωµ(s), which leads
to an exchange of the energy and the character of one mode to
the other (localized diabatic transitions). However, such contact
is too short to support extensive energy dissipation. The process
of energy dissipation occurs when the coupling peaks are broad,
indicating that a delocalized avoided crossing provides sufficient
opportunity to distribute the energy of one vibrational mode
between the two coupling modes. Clearly, the couplings in the
exit channel at s ) 4.8 amu1/2 bohr are indicative of energy
dissipation between the vibrational modes whereas those in the
entrance channel indicate only a simple energy transfer from
one mode to the other (Figure 7).
Figure 8 shows the changes of the adiabatic force constants
kan(s) along the reaction path. They adopt all normal values
(i.e., the none of the internal coordinates of ethene and butadiene
couples strongly with the reaction path motion5,6). Adiabatic
force constants kan(s) associated with R1 and R3 decrease from
a typical double bond value at the start to a typical single bond
value at the end whereas for the adiabatic force constant
associated with R4 the reverse behavior can be observed (Figure
8). There is a point shortly after the TS (s ) 0.2 amu1/2 bohr,
Figure 8), at which the adiabatic force constants of R1, R3,
and R4 cross. At this point the corresponding CC bonds have
the same bond length (1.396 Å, Figure 3) and the same adiabatic
a
force constant (kR3)R4
(0.2) ) 6.4 mdyn/Å; actually, the force
constant of R1 is slightly shifted to lower values, Figure 8).
This observation can be made at all levels of theory and seems
to be a typical feature of the reaction mechanism. The adiabatic
force constant associated with R2 increases to the single bond
value between s ) 3 and 4.5 amu1/2 bohr, indicating that in this
region the new CC bonds are formed.
The adiabatic force constants provide insight into the bond
strength of the various CC bonds in reactants and product. For
example, the CC single bonds next to the CC double bond of
cyclohexene (parameter R3) are slightly more stable because
of hyperconjugation of the CH2 groups with the π-bond than
the other CC single bonds of cyclohexene (compare kaR3(5)
with kaR1(5) and kaR2(5), Figure 8). Furthermore, the CH bonds
(apart from R9) become slightly weaker during the reaction
(Figure 8).
Reaction Path Curvature. The curvature diagram (Figure
9) looks very different from that of a symmetry-forbidden
cycloaddition reaction.7 There is a large curvature peak K3 far
out in the exit channel at s ) 5 amu1/2 bohr whereas before and
after the energy TS there are small, flat curvature enhancements
(K1 and K2, Figure 9). The curvature couplings are also given;
however, they are only of relevance in the region of the large
curvature peak. More interesting is the decomposition of the
reaction path curvature κ(s) into local adiabatic modes (Figure
10a), which is easier to understand, in particular if one uses the
enlarged representation of Figure 10b. In the entrance channel
of the reaction, all CC bonds of the reaction complex adjust in
length, where this is done in a cooperative manner with many
small changes but not with a major drastic change, leading to
a high curvature peak. The small curvature enhancement before
the TS is caused by adiabatic curvature couplings associated
with R1, R3, and R4. Shortly behind the TS, where all CC bonds
adopt a length of about 1.4 Å, the curvature κ(s) adopts a
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minimum as if a particularly stable point on the PES is reached,
which of course is not the case. After the TS, another curvature
shoulder develops, again caused by changes in the adiabatic
curvature couplings AR1,s, AR3,s, and AR4,s. At s ) 4.5 amu1/2
bohr the amplitude AR2,s starts to increase, thus dominating the
curvature peak K3. However, AR1,s, AR3,s, and AR4,s also
contribute to K3 (Figure 10b). It is noteworthy that at both the
B3LYP, HF, and MP2 level of theory almost identical curvature
diagrams are obtained.
4. Discussion of the Reaction Mechanism: Chemical
Relevance of Results
For a symmetry-forbidden reaction such as the addition of
FH to the ethene bond, large curvature peaks define a TS region,
in which the chemical processes of bond cleavage and bond
formation take place. The situation is totally different for the
symmetry-allowed reaction. The TS region extends from the
first small curvature enhancement at s ) -1 amu1/2 bohr (see
enlarged curvature diagram in Figure 10b) to s ) 5.5 amu1/2
bohr, which corresponds to a PES point 58 kcal/mol downhill
from the TS. Clearly, peak K3 corresponds to the CC bond
formation process leading to cyclohexene and as such it should
indicate the end of the TS region, although it is far out in the
exit channel. The energy TS would be then very early in the
TS region (directly after K1) typical of a strongly exothermic
reaction in line with the Hammond postulate.
The first curvature enhancement K1 develops slowly from
s ) -3.5 amu1/2 bohr to a maximum value at s ) -1 amu1/2
bohr caused by collective changes in the CC bond lengths, which
have lengthened by then by 0.02 Å (R1 and R3) and decreased
by 0.025 Å (R4, Figures 1 and 3). R4 is resisting these changes
whereas R1 and R3 support these changes, as can be seen from
both the force diagram (Figure 5) and the curvature diagram
(Figure 10). They change their roles after the minimum in the
curvature at s ) 0.2 amu1/2 bohr (Figure 10b). This point
indicates a point of CC bond equalization typical of delocalized
6π systems. This suggests that the TS of the Diels-Alder
reaction benefits from aromatic stabilization in line with the
Evans-Dewar-Zimmerman rules for aromatic and antiaromatic
TSs.18 It seems also to confirm descriptions of the TS using
magnetic properties such as the susceptibility exaltation19 or the
NICS values20 all suggesting aromatic character for TS of a
symmetry-allowed reaction such as (1).21,22
This is insofar astonishing as R2 is 2.3 Å at the TS, which is
far inside the van der Waals distance of 3.6 Å,46 yet still far
outside the region in which strong homoaromatic interactions
are encountered (1.9-2.1 Å47). At a distance of 2.3 Å, overlap
between the π-orbitals is about 0.1, which might lead to some
small stabilization through-space.47 For the purpose of quantifying homoaromatic stabilization at the TS, we calculated the
energy of the separated reaction partners calculated in the
geometry of the TS considering corrections for BSSEs. At
B3LYP the TS was found to be just 2.14 kcal/mol more stable
than the noninteracting reaction partners. Hence, there is a weak
homoaromatic 6π electron stabilization of the TS; however, this
is not the reason for the relatively low barrier of the DielsAlder reaction. The barrier is a result of the fact that in the area
of curvature peak K1 exchange repulsion between the reaction
partners is unusually small (Figure 5), which in turn is a result
of charge-transfer interactions between the two reactants. Mutual
charge transfer involving HOMO and LUMO of the reactants
is possible because symmetry and sufficiently small energy
differences between HOMO and LUMO guarantee a stabilizing
interaction, which leads to a lengthening of double bonds R1
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and R3 and a shortening of formal single bond R4. In view of
these charge-transfer interactions, it is justified to associate the
path region of curvature enhancement K1 with a charge-transfer
step (see Figure 10b). The charge-transfer step ends when the
(homo)aromatization point is reached.
After the TS and the aromatization point, further shortening
of the R4 bond and lengthening of R1 and R3 continues until
the π-bonds are fully broken and the butadiene and the ethene
molecule have adopted forms with biradical character, out of
which a recoupling of electron spins and the formation of the
new CC bonds is possible. The region of curvature enhancement
K2 is associated with the spin-recoupling step (Figure 10b).
After K2, there is another minimum point of the curvature curve
κ(s) at s ) 3.5 amu1/2 bohr. At this point (R2 ) 1.75 Å) the RC
starts to form the new CC single bonds (bond formation step,
Figure 10b) accompanied by major changes in some of the bond
angles. Hence one can distinguish five stages and four specific
points of the reaction mechanism with the help of the curvature
diagram:
(1) Preparation step associated with an internal rotation of
s-trans-1,3-butadiene: This step is finished at the bifurcation
point TS1 at s ) -5.8 amu1/2 bohr, which is a saddle point of
order 1.
(2) Charge-transfer step associated with curvature enhancement K1: Charge-transfer involving the HOMOs and LUMOs
of the reaction partners leads to an equalization of all CC bonds
to values between 1.396 and 1.400 Å; R2 ) 2.3 Å. This step is
finished at the aromatization point s ) 0.2 amu1/2 bohr shortly
after TS2.
(3) Spin-recoupling step associated with curvature enhancement K2: Formation of two fragments each with biradical
character due to a decoupling of the spin of the π-electrons of
ethene and butadiene (R2 ) 1.75 Å). This step is finished at
the coupling point s ) 3.5 amu1/2 bohr (Figure 10b).
(4) Bond formation step associated with curvature peak K3:
Formation of the new CC bonds. This step is finished at the
second bifurcation point at s ) 5.8 amu1/2 bohr. Again this point
is a saddle point of order 1, at which the RC changes from the
Cs-symmetrical boat from of cyclohexene into a C2-symmetrical
twist form.
(5) In this last step the most stable cyclohexene form is
prepared by following one of two possible pseudorotational
paths leading to a C2-symmetrical twist form.45
Hence, the symmetry-allowed Diels-Alder reaction involves
three TSs, two of which correspond to path bifurcation points,
possessing energies of 3.9 and 5.7 kcal/mol (Table 1) above
reactants and product, respectively. There is no van der Waals
peak (as found for some of the symmetry-forbidden reactions
including polar reaction partners7), and therefore, the start of
the charge-transfer region coincides with the first bifurcation
point.
This partitioning of the reaction mechanism can be considered
as being typical of a concerted symmetry-allowed reaction.
There are no large curvature peaks close to the energy TS.
Instead there is a long charge-transfer region leading to an
aromatization of the RC. All geometrical and electronic structure
changes in this region take place in a smooth and cooperative
manner (determined by the nodal behavior of the frontier orbitals
of the reactants), which is more economic and leads to a
relatively low energy barrier. We draw a parallel to the
pseudorotational mode of a puckered ring, which also involves
a collective change of many internal coordinates and accordingly
requires a lower energy than ring inversion through a planar
form, which requires a drastic change of a few internal
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coordinates and leads to a higher conformational barrier.45 The
activation energy of reaction 1 is for the preparation of the
reactants, whereas the actual formation of the new CC bonds
occurs long after the TS and does not require any further energy.
Whereas, in a symmetry-forbidden reaction, the energy is needed
for the chemical processes of bond breaking and bond forming,
the activation energy of a symmetry-allowed reaction is needed
for a relatively small collective change in many coordinates of
the RC (caused by charger transfer between the frontier orbitals),
which is less energy consuming than a single bond cleavage. If
the RC has undergone such a collective process, the sequence
of follow up changes is no longer energy consuming but energy
generating so that the chemical processes are done without any
energy barrier far out in the exit channel.
A collective change of many internal coordinates requires
less energy and it cannot be accelerated by pumping energy
into a particular mode coupling with the reaction path. This
can be directly seen from the curvature diagram of Figure 9. It
is, however, the question whether the retro-Diels-Alder reaction
can be accelerated by pumping energy in mode 2a′, which
couples with the reaction path motion (Figure 9). Mode 2a′
couples according to the calculated mode-mode couplings
(Figure 7) with mode 4a′, 4a′ in turn with mode 3a′, 3a′ with
mode 2a′, and 2a′ with mode with 1a′. Hence, it is likely that
the energy supposed to be transferred in the motion of the
reaction complex along the reaction path is dissipated between
several normal modes and, therefore, of little effect. We
conclude that neither for the Diels-Alder nor for the retroDiels-Alder reaction mode selective rate enhancement plays
any significant role.
Clearly, the charge-transfer step decides on the rate of reaction
1. If charge transfer is supported by a strong aromatization effect
(e.g., cycloaddition of o-quinodimethane with ethene22), the
aromatization point will move more behind the TS, the TS
energy will be lowered, and the reaction becomes more
exothermic, in line with the Hammond postulate. Conversely,
in a Diels-Alder reaction where the possibility of aromatization
is diminished (e.g., reaction with asymmetrically substituted
dienes or hetero-dienes/enes), the aromatization point will move
before the TS, the TS energy will increase, and the reaction
will become less exothermic. Hence, the energy needed for the
aromatization step will compete with the energy needed for a
single CC bond formation. If the former is larger than the latter,
a nonconcerted mechanism will become more likely characterized by an asymmetric TS and two strongly different approach
parameters.
In Table 2, the most important differences between the DielsAlder reaction and some of the symmetry-forbidden reactions
investigated previously7,9 are listed. Clearly some of these
differences may result from the fact that the FH + ethene
cycloaddition is a reaction that involves a polar reaction partner.
However, others will be generally valid and help to answer the
10 questions posed in the Introduction. We have shown that
specific points and specific regions along the path of reaction
1 can be distinguished (questions 1 and 3). The symmetryallowed reaction is characterized by a symmetry-supported
charge-transfer step, leading to a collective change of internal
coordinates of the RC directed by the nodal behavior of the
reactants. Because of the collective change of the internal
coordinates, it does not possess large curvature peaks close to
the energy TS (questions 2 and 4). The TS region is stretched
out into the exit channel and the actual chemical processes occur
at the end of the reaction path (question 2). Mode selective rate
enhancement is not possible, contrary to the cases of symmetry-
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TABLE 2: Comparison of Symmetry-Allowed Diels-Alder Reaction with the Symmetry-Forbidden FH + Ethene Cycloaddition
Reactiona
characterization

symmetry-allowed

reaction type
changes in internal coordinates

collective reaction
many internal coordinates change collectively

curvature
partitioning of the reaction path
TS region
specific points

no large curvature peaks close to the energy TS
possible using small curvature peaks
long, not well-defined
aromatization point
spin recoupling point
charge-transfer step
spin recoupling step
bond formation step
low: results from the collective changes
in the structure
changes in the charge-transfer step
no mode selective
rate enhancement possible
not important
by asymmetric substitution; by T increase

specific steps
energy barrier
change in the reaction barrier
rate enhancement
hidden intermediates
change to a nonconcerted mechanism
a

symmetry-forbidden
domino reaction
single internal coordinate changes drastically
and triggers a sequence of changes
high curvature peaks close to the energy TS
by the curvature peaks
shorter, well-defined
bond formation point
bond cleavage point
bond formation step
bond cleavage step
high: results from the chemical processes
of bond cleavage/formation
changes in bond strength
mode selective
rate enhancement possible
important
by environmental changes

Characterization of the symmetry-forbidden reaction taken from ref 7.

forbidden reactions investigated so far (question 5). The
influence of the environment will be small as far as solvent
effects are concerned (small dipole moment changes of the RC,
see Table 1), but large in the case of a temperature raise because
of the small energy difference between concerted and nonconcerted reaction (questions 6 and 9). The charge-transfer step is
the key to the reaction mechanism and by this controls its
stereochemistry (question 7). Any stereochemical arrangement,
which suppresses a charge-transfer (asymmetric substitution by
bulky groups, orbital changes due to electronegative heteroatoms) increases exchange repulsion in the region of K1 and
by this also the reaction barrier. On the other hand a support of
charge-transfer interactions can facilitate the reaction, which is
clearly the basis of the endo rule.1,2,14 Aromatization will be of
importance in those special cases mentioned above, however,
not for the prototype of the Diels-Alder reaction investigated
in this work (homoaromatic stabilization by just 2.14 kcal/mol).
Insofar, the aromaticity investigations of Diels-Alder TSs with
the help of magnetic properties are misleading, as magnetic
properties represent very sensitive antenna reflecting already
small, energetically not necessarily relevant effects.
Future work has to clarify whether the mechanistic differences
between a symmetry-allowed and a symmetry-forbidden reaction
listed in Table 2 hold in general. However, in this work, the
first step has been made to derive a general mechanistic
principle, which reflects the dynamic reality of the Woodward
Hoffmann rules. Particularly interesting will be symmetryallowed reactions involving polar reaction partners. In the case
of the symmetry forbidden reactions, such reactions represent
mechanistically a superposition of the mechanisms of simpler
reactions (e.g., a superposition of a substitution reaction and a
heterolytic bond formation reaction7). In this connection the
concept of hidden intermediates (positioned between the reaction
steps) is relevant and has to be tested also for symmetry-allowed
reactions. There is a large potential in these investigations and
with each newly investigated reaction new insights are gained,
which may give our research new turns as well as new goals.
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